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Abstract: The article presents the principles of designing unmanned aerial platforms, which belong to the group of near real-time systems. The correct and legally compliant design process of such systems requires adherence to the principles of designing operational safety procedures for UAVs in accordance with the NATO Architecture Framework. The NAF-compliant approach presented in the article enables meeting the requirements for the certification of flying systems in accordance with the guidelines DO-178 and DO-254, which are the basic documents on the basis of which the airworthiness of the system is assessed. The article presents the most important stages of designing unmanned systems that were used in a military project. An example of a system modeling method in UML and its extension, which is SysML, was also presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have become a branch of technology experiencing one of the greatest technological advances. The progressive miniaturization of hardware platforms, the successive increase in their computing capabilities, the fall in component prices and increased availability of advanced sensors, as well as the development of artificial intelligence algorithms (Stecz and Gromada, 2020a) have made all kinds of unmanned mobile platforms evolve into a phase of completely autonomous miniature devices capable of analyzing the surrounding environment. UAVs have contributed to the revolution in many areas of life, from defense and economy to entertainment and sports. They are used to locate and to neutralize military and civil targets (Beard et al., 2006), (Stecz and Gromada, 2020b), (Quigley et al., 2005), detect fires (Yuan et al., 2015) or places of illegal border crossing (Dufrene, 2005), terrain mapping (Iscold et al., 2010), monitoring the security of facilities (Dustin, 2015), as well as to record images of sports and cultural events (Mademlis et al., 2019) or simply for entertainment purposes (Nekovár, 2019).

UAV architecture has been described in many previous publications. Sanchez-Lopez et al. (Sanchez-Lopez et al., 2016) presents a universal architecture enabling easy adjustment of designed platform’s functions through the selection and integration of appropriate, proposed system modules. A similar, universal system architecture for unmanned aerial vehicles is described in (Kekec et al., 2013). Pastor (Pastor et al., 2007) presents the approach which assumes a subscription of specific services by individual modules of mission computer. The mission computer is the main unit that supervises the execution of the unmanned platform mission, especially in the event of a loss of the data link with the Ground Control Station. The mission computer operates together with the Flight Management System (FMS) which is responsible for a direct control of the platform. The mission computer architecture designed for the greatest possible capabilities of the UAV in the domain of autonomy and control logic was presented by Gunetti (Gunetti et al., 2013). Similar issues were also dealt with in the works described in (Karim and Heinze, 2005a), (López et al., 2007) and (Karim and Heinze, 2005b).

The use of interchangeable elements of the UAV architecture is part of the concept of building platforms compatible with the so-called open architecture. In the coming years, such architecture will
dominate both civil and military systems. The increased intensity of flights of unmanned platforms as well as the use of commonly available computers requires greater supervision over the designed algorithms. Therefore, standards have been introduced in the EU to define rules for the design and testing of air platform architectures. For these architectures, methodologies describing the way of designing individual functions must also be defined. According to the authors, the NAF methodology will be one of such project approaches. Introduced standards, such as (RTCA SC-205, 2011), define requirements for system designers. The NAF methodology supports IT system designers in the process of building software that will be compliant with the imposed standards and the testing process will be simplified.

2 UAV MISSION MODULE
SOFTWARE DESIGN

The chapter presents the methodology used by authors in the project of building an unmanned aerial vehicle. The examples presented later in this article will be described in the UML language or its SysML extension.

2.1 NATO Architecture Framework
Version 4

NATO Architecture Framework (NAF) is a standard that enables the methodical design, implementation, development and maintenance of complex information systems. The methodology for creating the system architecture defined therein assumes the definition of a series of views for the system (so-called Viewpoints) presenting the operation and structure of the system from different perspectives. NAF can be successfully used both in the creation of solutions for the military and broadly understood civil business.

The precise definition of the system’s logic in various contexts not only facilitates the design work, but also allows to correctly define the requirements and eases contact with the ordering party and with the end user. System design methodologies such as the NATO Architecture Framework greatly help in these activities. The fourth version of the standard is already up to date. It is widely available and was described in (Architecture Capability Team, 2018).

The advantage of NAF is that it focuses primarily on modeling the dynamics of systems, which allows for the precise description of all system functions from different perspectives. Only at the last stage are there class models that precisely define the static elements of the system. The elements are divided into data stored in databases and temporary data, which are used for current calculations during the flight of the platform.

2.2 UAV Software Design Process
According to NAF 4.0

A well organized process of designing a system in accordance with the NAF involves the development of a series of diagrams presenting the operation of the system at five different levels of abstraction. Each level is related to a perspective from which the designer looks at the system, that is: Concepts, Service Specifications, Logical Specifications, Physical Resource Specifications and Architecture Meta-Data.

The above-mentioned perspectives are presented in Fig. 1.

![Figure 1: NAFv4 Viewpoints (ref. (Architecture Capability Team, 2018).)](image-url)
be included e.g. in use case diagrams under the C1 view. Use cases can be categorized by the nomenclature related to colors proposed by A. Cockburn in (Cockburn, 2000):

- White - the most general, in relation to the entire system in the context of its use in the organization. Example: using the UAV system to detect enemy.
- Blue - more detailed than white, the level of functions available to the user. Example: using EO/IR turret to locate hidden objects of an enemy.
- Indigo - defining the details of using the system within its specific functions. Example: selecting a thermal imager as the active vision sensor of the EO/IR turret.
- Black - the lowest level, related to the way the system performs specific functions. Example: sending the ChangeCamera command with the IR argument to the EO/IR turret.

As an example of a contextual perspective, diagram C1 should only include white use cases. This perspective can be supplemented with an analytical diagram showing the system as a block which is processing specific input requests into specific output products (C2 diagram). An activity should be specified for each white use case. All activities can be presented collectively in the diagram of activities C3. Following the NAF methodology, each activity should be detailed with an activity diagram representing C4 views. Such diagrams should contain component processes associated with the blue use cases dedicated to them.

The level of blue use cases in NAF is related to the system’s logic perspective. These cases should be presented in the L1 use case diagrams. When designing the UAV system, a L4 activity diagram should be developed for each of them, presenting the activities carried out by all the users involved in realization of the specific function of the system. The diagrams should contain horizontal partitions assigned to system users carrying out specific component activities. The most important activities should be related to indigo-level use cases. The logical perspective can be supplemented by diagrams showing the data models used - L7 diagrams. The system description can also be extended by sequence diagrams that implement L6 views, presenting the interaction between the system elements at the logical level. It is also worth developing L5 state diagrams (see Fig. 2). They are particularly useful in modeling systems where several processes are performed concurrently. State diagrams can easily present system’s states and the transitions between them within the selected activities. State diagrams are particularly useful in modeling real-time or near-real-time systems.

Defining indigo-color use cases allows to easily transit to the definition of the NAF service perspective. Indigo use cases should be presented in S1 diagrams. Each use case represents a single activity of the system, so it should be listed in the appropriate diagram of S4 activity. These diagrams differ from the similar L4 diagrams in that there should already be only two partitions (in the vertical arrangement): the first one associated with the user performing the activity, the second one with the modeled system. Black use cases can link this perspective directly with the perspective of physical resources. They should be linked to selected, more complex system activities. At the service level, there is also a requirement for a precise definition of transitions between the states of individual system components. Therefore, the S5 diagrams should be extended and the individual functions of the system should be detailed (see Fig. 3).

Defining the perspective of physical resources should start with the presentation of all black use cases in the diagrams of the P1 view. For the needs of configuration management, a set of P2 diagrams should also be developed to present the physical components that make up individual system elements, such as a Ground Control Station, UAV or a mobile terminal for a payload operator. The P2 view should also include diagrams presenting software components (applications, packages, libraries, etc.), and if necessary, also the classes and data structures they contain. The physical connections of the components with the specification of the standards used (e.g. Ethernet) and ports should be presented in the deployment diagrams of the P3 view. The P3 view should also include diagrams showing the logical connections of the components. These diagrams should detail the logical interfaces of the components. They can make a future implementation process significantly easier to supervise. The perspective of physical resources should be supplemented by a set of P6 sequence diagrams showing the flow of information between the components specified in P2.

When designing unmanned aerial platforms, appropriate design of user interfaces is also required. These interfaces must meet the standards described in the documents standardizing the design of such systems and the UAV approval processes for flights. These are standards such as STANAG 4703 (NATO, 2016), 4671 (NATO, 2019), DO-178C (RTCA SC-205, 2011), DO-254 (RTCA SC-180, 2000) and others that relate to the method of designing unmanned systems. The NAF methodology is in this case a set of structured system design rules that will allow for a positive transition of the system certification process.
Due to the scope of the article, it is not possible to describe the detailed guidelines specified in the standardization documents. We refer the interested user to these documents (for example (RTCA SC-205, 2011) or (RTCA SC-180, 2000)). However, it is worth mentioning that the above-mentioned standards define, for example, the way of designing the system and the way of conducting the testing process, for which a detailed design is needed.

3 DESIGNING OPERATIONAL SAFETY PROCEDURES

Due to the volume of the article, it is not possible to present the use of NAF in the project implemented by the authors of the article in the area of unmanned aerial platforms. Only the most important models that are used will be presented. The main emphasis was placed on the presentation of models showing the dynamics of the system, which is crucial in the case of UAVs. Hence, state, activity, and sequence diagrams are primarily discussed.

First of all, it should be emphasized that in projects related to the construction of unmanned platforms operating in near real-time (e.g. UAV platforms), the basic models of the NAF logical level (L level) are system state models. System state models in the form of state diagrams (sometimes called state machines) reflect the abstract division of a system into states in which it can be.

Since the system is always in some state that characterizes the current set of system variable values, the development of state diagrams gives designers the opportunity to better decompose the system into its component parts (Delligatti, 2013). This is shown in the Fig. 2, which shows the basic states of the UAV, which include, among others, the flight to the indicated reconnaissance object.

The description of each state should include a description of the operations of all active system components. For example, in the described state of flight to the recognized object, the subsystems of flight control, control of available sensors (mainly EO/IR, which tracks the environment in which the platform operates), automatic fault location, spatial and geographical orientation are usually active (two of them are presented in Fig. 3). The operation of each of these systems should be presented in the form of an activity diagram of L4 level in NAF methodology. An example is shown in the Fig.4.

The diagram shows the interaction of the UAV pilot with the unmanned aerial vehicle. The platform carries out the planned mission in the Waypoint mode. In this mode, the air platform flies to the next route points and performs reconnaissance tasks programmed in the mission. The unmanned platform has defined in the mission plan what area should be photographed and what sensor should be used for this. At any time, the pilot can change the flight mode and switch to manual control. The same applies to the payload operator, who can interrupt the programmed recognition pattern and take control of the EO/IR.

In practice, the modeling of functions in unmanned aerial platforms should start at the level of state diagrams that give a picture of the operation of the entire system. Diagrams showing the activities

![Figure 2: L5 - State diagram of the mission execution process.](image)

![Figure 3: L5 - State diagram of the mission execution process - details of one of the states.](image)
within individual states should be the result of developing a state machine model. Fig. 4 shows an example of an activity diagram illustrating how to change the flight mode of a UAV and how to handle possible problems with GPS operation.

Another element that distinguishes the models of near real-time systems are the procedures for handling special situations, including undesirable ones, which may occur during the flight of the unmanned platform. The set of these procedures must include at least the procedures for the UAV response in the event of loss of communication with the Ground Control Station (see Fig. 5), and procedures for the platform operation in the event of loss of spatial orientation due to GPS jamming or spoofing. Another case of emergency procedures to be implemented are the procedures for the platform operation in the event of loss of spatial orientation due to failure of inertial systems. Each of these procedures is the more complex, the larger the unmanned platform it concerns.

An example of S4 diagram for a specific safety procedure for UAV has been presented in Fig. 5. The diagram shows actions performed by the system in case of loss of geographical orientation. Selected, complex activities are related to black-level use cases. Checking for GPS data spoofing in cooperation with the SAASM module is an important activity of the UAV spatial orientation system, so the process must be modeled on a dedicated sequence diagram. Fig. 6 shows command flow between two components responsible for realization of the procedure: SAASM software and GPS receiver software. Similar diagrams should be prepared for all important data flows realized as a part of selected important activities. This applies in particular to the procedures for checking the throughput and condition of the radio link and the procedures for testing the propulsion system of the air platform.

In order to complete the model of system’s functionality described in this paper, a list of system components as well as logical and physical connections between them should also be presented. Thus, P2 diagram (Fig. 7) presents resource structure of UAV avionics subsystem. Connections between these components can be found in Fig. 9 (physical connections) and Fig. 8 (connections between logical interfaces).

The simplified avionics diagram of the system (see Fig. 8) shows the logical connections between the spatial orientation system (two GPS and SAASM system), mission computer, flight computer and payload which is controlled by the mission computer. It was assumed that the flight computer has greater powers to control GPS than the mission computer. By dividing the system into modules, it is possible to capture the components that are part of a specific air

---

**Figure 4:** L4 - Activity diagram showing how the pilot changes the flight mode of the unmanned aerial vehicle.

**Figure 5:** S4 - Activity diagram showing the procedure for dealing with loss of geographical orientation.
platform subsystem. On very complex, multi-device platforms, resource diagrams play an important role. They allow designers to check if the description of the functionality of any of the platform devices has been omitted.

Payload control is performed entirely by the mission computer which also has a complete mission plan saved within. The mission plan includes such items as a flight plan, payload usage plan, communications plan, etc. Preparation of a mission plan has been presented in (Stecz and Gromada, 2020b). The mission computer takes full control over the mission. On the other hand, the flight computer is an element that supervises the flight of the platform. Such design approach stays line with current best practices in building unmanned aerial systems.

The most complex element of the system is the communication between the mission computer and the flight computer. This requires a detailed design of the tasks performed by both computers, the division of tasks between both computers and the design of a way for computers to inform themselves about possible problems with the performance of tasks. For the unmanned platform, a method of handling all exceptional situations that may arise during the flight should be designed. Some of these situations are handled by the mission computer, and some by the flight computer. Moreover, in the event of a mission computer failure, the flight computer takes over control of the platform. Depending on the size of the air platform, the tasks of the flight computer after a mission computer crash may be an emergency return to the landing site or even a mission continuation within a certain range.

The physical connections between the UAV components are shown in Fig.9. The diagram shows two basic communication buses in the system: CAN and Ethernet. Mission and flight computers communicate on the CAN bus in accordance with the CAN Aerospace standard. The CAN bus is also used to communicate with on-board devices that are directly controlled by the flight computer, such as servos and air data computer. SAASM and GPS receivers are also connected to the CAN bus. In the case of payload, high-speed lines are required, exceeding 100[Mb/s]. Therefore, Ethernet is used for this type of communication. The mission computer is equipped
with high-speed buses and it controls the operation of the optoelectronic turret and other reconnaissance devices. The element that separates messages sent over Ethernet is a switch or a router. In the case of smaller platforms, these are simple switches. On larger platforms, complex communication routers are used. The device used should be able to configure the multicast service, which simplifies the management of devices on the unmanned platform.

Last but not least, a logical data model used in system software should be presented as an example of NAF Information (Fig.1) viewpoint. As far as UAV is concerned, the most complex system module is the mission module. This piece of software is responsible for fulfilling the mission, controlling payload devices (EO/IR, SAR, ELINT etc.) and navigation hardware, communicating with flight module and monitoring UAV’s state together with handling emergency situations. Exemplary data model proposed by authors consists of 9 classes and has been presented as P7 class diagram in Fig.10. The main class, MissionModule, keeps a mission vector, current flight mode and a vector of emergencies monitored as its attributes. It aggregates instances of Waypoint class (as a part of mission vector) and instances of SafetyException class (vector of emergencies). Each waypoint keeps its geographical position, list of tasks for payload and an unique ID number. Communication with payload devices is handled by instances of SarRadarDevice and EoIrDevice classes. They both inherit from an abstract PayloadDevice class and share the same set of operations: sending native commands to devices, receiving status responses and receiving reconnaissance data. MissionModule object communicates with FlightModule object in tasks related with platform’s steering. GPSDevice and SaasmDevice classes are responsible for controlling and communicating with UAV’s navigation hardware. The software implementation should use multiple threads in order to guarantee UAV’s near real-time responses during the flight. Similar data models should be prepared for all software items developed for UAV’s components.

The presented approach in line with the NAF methodology is in fact similar to other methodologies, such as Rational Unified Process (RUP), where a lot of attention is also paid to modeling system dynamics. In contrast to the RUP, the NAF methodology allows for a simple connection with the standards for the certification of unmanned platforms. Therefore, the authors use NAF as their primary design methodology.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The article presents the principles of designing unmanned aerial platforms belonging to the group of near real-time systems. Principles of designing the functionality of such systems were proposed based on the NAF approach. This approach supports the fulfillment of the certification requirements of flying systems in accordance with the guidelines DO-178 and DO-254. Particular attention was paid to modeling the system dynamics, which is usually the most difficult part of designing the functionality of an unmanned system. The approach was based on system state machines that are used in both SysML and UML. SysML has more extensive modeling mechanisms, which is why it is more often used to model robots, which include unmanned platforms.

The article omits the issues related to formal modeling of operations with the use of optimization algorithms or algorithms from the Artificial Intelligence group. Such issues are described in the DO-333
Formal Methods methodology, which should be included in the certification process of the air platform. When designing a system based on NAF, the functions that relate to calculation algorithms should be indicated. For these functions, the algorithm description described in (Stecz and Gromada, 2020b) and (Stecz and Gromada, 2020a) should be used.

In order to improve readability, the article also omits the method of modeling the detailed sequences of commands sent when controlling devices such as EO/IR from the mission computer. There are usually complex UML (SysML) constructs in control sequences that allow you to define loops, optional or mandatory steps, and conditionally triggered sequences. We refer the reader interested in such diagrams to the book written by (Delligatti, 2013).
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